








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Format Specification for Regional Geochemical Survey Data (RGS) 
 
 FIELD  DESCRIPTION              COLUMNS  TYPE  LENGTH   EXAMPLE
  
 01     NTS Map-Sheet            001-006   A      6       104N16 
 02     ID   (Year,Crew,Number)  007-012   N      6       841102 
 03     UTM Zone                 013-014   N      2           10 
 04     UTM East      (Metres)   015-020   N      6       544654 
 05     UTM North     (Metres)   021-027   N      7      5911939 
 06     Elevation     (Metres)   028-031   N      4         1500 
 07     Sample Material          032       N      1            8 
 08     Replicate Status         033-034   N      2           10 
 09     Formation                035-038   A      4         lJBv 
 10     Rock Type                039-042   A      4         GRNT 
 11     Age                      043-044   N      2           64 
 12     Source of Water          045       N      1            2 
 13     Stream Order             046       N      1            1 
 14     Stream Type              047       N      1            2 
 15     Physiography             048       N      1            3 
 16     Drainage Pattern         049       N      1            2 
 17     Contamination            050       N      1            3 
 18     Stream Width (metres)    051-054   N      4 (1)     10.5 
 19     Stream Depth (cm)        055-57    N      3          220 
 20     Stream Flow Rate         058       N      1            1 
 21     Water Colour             059       N      1            3 
 22     Bank Type                060       N      1            3 
 23     Bank Precipitate         061       N      1            2 
 24     Sediment Composition     062-064   N      3          111 
 25     Sediment Colour          065       N      1            5 
 26     Sediment Precipitate     066       N      1            2 
 27     Channel Bed Type         067       N      1            3 
 28     Channel Pattern          068       N      1            4 
 29     Moss-mat Position        069-071   N      3 (1)      2.5 
 30     Moss-mat Colour          072       N      1            2 
 31     Moss-mat Health          073       N      1            1 
 32     Moss-mat Host            074       N      1            3 
 33     Thickness of Moss-mat    075       N      1           10 
 34     Blanks                   076-080   N      5            ? 
 34     pH of stream waters      081-085   N      5 (1)      7.0 
 35     Uranium in waters (ppb)  086-090   N      5 (2)     0.12 
 36     Fluorine in waters(ppb)  091-095   N      5           34 
 37     Zinc              (ppm)  096-100   N      5           47 
 38     Copper            (ppm)  101-105   N      5           79 
 39     Lead              (ppm)  106-110   N      5           12 
 40     Nickel            (ppm)  111-115   N      5           26 
 41     Cobalt            (ppm)  116-120   N      5           33 
 42     Silver            (ppm)  121-125   N      5 (1)      1.7 
 43     Manganese         (ppm)  126-130   N      5          310 
 44     Iron              (%)    131-135   N      5 (2)     3.80 
 45     Molybdenum        (ppm)  136-140   N      5           10 
 46     Uranium           (ppm)  141-145   N      5 (1)      4.5 
 47     Tungsten          (ppm)  146-150   N      5            6 
 48     Tin               (ppm)  151-155   N      5            5 
 49     Mercury           (ppm)  156-160   N      5           30 
 50     Arsenic           (ppm)  161-165   N      5           14 
 51     Antimony          (ppm)  166-170   N      5 (1)      0.3 
 52     Barium            (ppm)  171-175   N      5          754 
 53     Cadmium           (ppm)  176-180   N      5 (1)      0.7 
 54     Vanadium          (ppm)  181-185   N      5          310 
 55     Bismuth           (ppm)  186-190   N      5 (1)      0.6 
 56     Chromium          (ppm)  191-195   N      5           88 
 57     LOI               (%)    196-200   N      5 (1)      8.3 
 58     Fluorine          (ppm)  201-205   N      5          400 
 59     Gold(1st analysis)(ppb)  206-210   N      5           78 
 60     Sample Weight Au1  (gm)  211-215   N      5 (1)     10.0 
 61     Gold (Repeat)     (ppb)  216-220   N      5         2000 
 62     Sample Weight Au2  (gm)  221-225   N      5 (1)     10.0 



SUMMARY OF PRESENTATIONS AT THE REGIONAL TRAINING COURSE ON 
COMPUTERIZED DATABASES IN MINERAL EXPLORATION AND 

DEVELOPMENT, LUSAKA, ZAMBIA, MAY 1993 
 

L.D. Jones (British Columbia Geological Survey) and 
R.B. Taylor (United States Geological Survey) 

 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
 The purpose of this report is to summarize some of the lectures presented during the first week (May 
10-15) of the workshop.  The lectures focused on guidelines on the organization, management and presentation 
of earth science data and on systematic database development using personal computers.  A key reference for 
the presentations is the draft copy of the IAEA TECDOC entitled Guidelines for the organization and 
management of earth science data on a personal computer. 
 
 Presentations by Jones and Taylor included:  the strategy and philosophy in mineral resources 
databases; examples of the U.S. and Canadian database management systems; hardware and software 
requirements; guidelines to database systems; earth science information databases; mineral deposit databases 
including MINFILE; and mineral exploration databases.  This report will outline key points of each 
presentation and reference further reading. 
 
2. STRATEGY AND PHILOSOPHY IN MINERAL RESOURCES DATABASES 
 
2.1 Reasoning 
 
 Some Whats: 
 

• Mineral resources are unevenly distributed throughout the earth's crust. 
• Most countries enjoy some mineral endowment. 
• Many have a mining history dating back hundreds of years. 

 
 Some Whys: 
 

• Few countries have a well-organized, comprehensive and easily accessible source of historic 
mining and geological data relating to the nature and distribution of their mineral resources. 

• Such information is the starting point in the search for new orebodies. 
• Readily accessible databases are essential for effective management of the existing resource 

and invaluable tools in the search for new orebodies. 
• Add to the country's resource base. 
• Stimulates mineral exploration leading to discovery of new mineral deposits. 
• Development of new mines. 
• Contributes to the creation of new wealth by developers, workforce, and public treasury 

(profits, wages, and taxes). 
 
 Some Hows: 
 

• Effective management of mineral resources requires a knowledge of the nature of the 
resources to be managed, their dimensions, where they are located, their current status, and 
many other factors. 

• Earth Science Databases - compile and update this information. 
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2.2 The Mineral Exploration and Development Cycle 
 
 Philosophy of Mineral Exploration Programs: 
 

• Mineral exploration and mine development ventures involve a high level of financial risk. 
• Information gathered at each stage of a project leads to increased confidence of discovering 

and developing an orebody. 
• If the data gathered at each stage of a project is accurate and complete lower risk factors are 

involved. 
 
 Stages of Mineral Exploration Programs: 
 

• First stage of exploration is the choice of area, which is generally based on analysis of 
available geoscience data from general surveys and previous exploration effort. 

• Ready access to this type of information will simplify the task and greatly increase success 
• Subsequent stages include geophysical and geochemical surveys, detailed geological 

mapping and drilling and underground work. 
• Costs increase at each stage, as do the spin-off economic benefits. 
• Information generated must provide the justification for continuing to the next stage. 
• Final stage - ore reserves exhausted and mine closes. 
• Portion of the profits will be allocated to the search for new orebodies and the exploration 

and development cycle will be repeated. 
 
 Mineral Exploration Program Observations and Strategy: 
 

• Detailed geological information will be collected during the life of the operation. 
• These data are invaluable in the search for new orebodies in the same district and in other 

areas with similar geological setting. 
• Data are often lost if the project is abandoned. 
• Drill core and logs, assays, geophysical results, geological maps, mine plans and engineering 

reports may be buried in private files or may even be lost or destroyed. 
• If the information is stored in a database where it can be readily retrieved and analyzed, it 

may lead to fresh insights and new ideas that rekindle interest in the project. 
• New geological concepts, availability of new technology, commodity price increases, or 

improved transportation may reactivate old mining areas. 
• Easy access to historical and current geoscientific data, which is gathered at great expense 

and sometimes is not reproducible, benefits new investors, which in turn will stimulate and 
promote mining exploration in an area. 

 
2.3 Organization of Earth Science Data 
 

• Information comprising a geoscience information system starts with a repository-type database 
referred to as the master database. 

• Database subjects or themes describe the handling of earth science information such as bibliographies; 
mapping indexes (geological, geophysical and geochemical); air photography indexes; and drill hole 
indexes; mineral deposit information; and exploration information (drill hole, geophysical, 
geochemical, and field data). 

• Selection of appropriate databases and their content are based on the objectives of an organization. 
• Examples of objectives would be to collect and store data on the various themes; provide essential 

linkages to other databases and other levels within the same data theme; facilitate the production of 
various reports and maps; or provide an aid in planning future exploration programs. 

• Most subject databases follow a multi-level model, beginning with the first-level database, which 
provides a basic orientation to the database theme. 

• A second- or third-level database provides more detailed information on the subject data. 
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2.4 Master Database - Database Directory 
 

• NAME of data set, Acronym 
• Location 
• Data form 
• Host computer 
• Data Custodian/Manager and Scientific Contact 

 
2.5 System Planning 
 
 System Cycle: 
 

• Establish business objectives and desired output. 
• Scope document, user-requirements, fitting analysis (content and system). 
• Detailing the proposal, with an action plan and resources required. 
• Budgeting and project team selection. 
• User-needs analysis and design details. 
• Project schedule and detailed implementation plan. 
• Develop universal tables, establish regional flexibility. 
• Chose application development software and acceptable user-interface. 
• Produce a PC-based application. 
• System testing and documentation. 
• User acceptance and evaluation. 
• Marketing, distribution, training and support. 

 
 Data and System Goals: 
 

• Quick and easy access to data. 
• Detailed, high quality information. 
• Data available in a wide variety of forms, such as custom and standard reports, and digital 

files for incorporation into other programs. 
• Systematic management of data elements to improve data integrity and validity. 
• An established methodology for the distribution of data. 
• Allow the database to grow with increased requirements. 
• Efficient and flexible model. 
• Establish common data formats and system capabilities. 
• Define links to geographical information systems. 
• Implement a modern user-interface based on the latest technology. 
• Standardize tables and definitions (e.g. commodities and work types). 
• A versatile data dictionary will permit customized data content. 
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2.6 An Approach to Integrated Data Management 
 
 Challenges: 
 

• Successfully integrate the various databases and mapping systems in a way that facilitates 
exchange of data for broader purposes. 

• Maintain information in a manner which promotes data integrity and rapid retrieval. 
 

 Data Issues - Data Models: 
 

• Originally recorded on paper. 
• Transferred into digitally based systems. 
• Data model must be constructed that provides the organizational layout of the data. 
• Must serve the needs of the business application that surrounds the data. 
• Many databases evolve in which model construction is minimal. 
• Ad hoc database construction which occurred as technology developed. 

 
 Technology Management Issues: 
 

• Development and maintenance of data requires human resources. 
• Local and central responsibility of systems. 
• Database managers and administrators. 
• Routine and specialized maintenance - backups, programming. 
• Inconsistencies, errors, corruption of data, and eventual abandonment of the databases and 

applications will result. 
• Focus on future developments and planned migration strategies. 
• Data static if it is collected and managed in a consistent framework. 
• Data considered to be dynamic (changing in its nature, structure, and application) if 

collected and evolved over time. 
• Requires a strategy that will work towards keeping data relevant and manageable. 

 
 Procedure: 
 

• Establish business case and plan strategy. 
• Coordinate implementation with the custodians of the databases. 
• Review and recommend, where necessary, upgrading of databases. 
• Manage and coordinate the exchange of data. 

 
 Database Components: 
 

• Data model 
• Administration 
• Project staffing 
• Documentation 
• Database directory 

 
2.7 References and Further Reading 
 

• TECDOC:  Section 4.1, 4.2, Figure 3. 
• Tauchid, M.:  Mineral Exploration and Development Strategy and Planning, IAEA, Paper presented at 

this workshop, May 1993. 
 
3. COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE 
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3.1 Introduction 
 

• Custom development of programs is expensive. 
• Recommend purchase of existing application packages, such as spreadsheets, word processors, 

database systems, statistical packages and GIS programs is. 
• Concentrate on the integration and implementation of these applications. 
• Benefits include improved functionality and reduced costs for maintenance and support of custom-

built software. 
• Establish business objectives before selecting computing environment. 
• Evaluate software requirements first, before hardware selection, to avoid incompatibilities. 
• Consider availability of support and local expertise; training requirements; standards compliance; 

and the size and growth requirements of the database. 
 
3.2 Hardware 
 

• IBM-compatible PC systems (80486 processor) recommended. 
• 640-kilobyte random access memory (RAM), with at least four megabytes of extended memory. 
• Large hard disk (200 megabytes). 
• Parallel port for a printer; two serial ports for plotter and digitizer. 
• VGA graphics system. 
• Peripheral devices:  laser printer; digitizer (capable of sending data as an ASCII string); plotter 

(HPGL). 
• Mass storage devices for large data sets and system backup. 
• UPS (uninterrupted power supply) recommended in areas of erratic power supply. 

 
3.3 Software 
 

• Operating systems:  DOS and MS Windows. 
• Word-processing systems:  capable of working in, or exporting a simple ASCII file (ASCII characters 

33-127), without control characters. 
• Spreadsheet format:  Lotus 1-2-3 (.WK1) format. 
• Database management systems (DBMS):  .DBF format of dBASE has become a de facto standard. 
• Other supporting software packages:  report writers; file compression utilities. 
• Custom development:  if funds are available; may make the organization's work process more 

efficient; documentation of the developed product is very important. 
 
3.4 Future Trends 
 

• LAN (Local Area Networks) 
• Client/servers 
• CD-ROM (compact disc-read only memory) 
• GIS (Geographical information systems) 
 

3.5 Reference 
 

• TECDOC:  Section 2. 
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4. GUIDELINES TO DATABASE SYSTEMS 
 
4.1 Definitions 
 

• Database is an organized set of related data that is drawn together to fit defined needs. 
• Database management system (DBMS) consists of a database and a set of programs to access the 

database.  It provides a structured environment that is both convenient and efficient to use in storing, 
accessing and reporting data. 

• Database file contains data with a particular theme. 
• Record all the data for a particular entry. 
• Field is an item of information within a record. 
• Database structure defines a database file. 
• Database key uniquely identifies the sites of each record. 
• Data dictionary contains details of the structure of the database, definitions of the contents of each 

field and listings of acceptable entries for fields of explicit content. 
• External interface is defined as the mechanism in which the user captures or enters the data. 
• Data model describes data and a set of operations used to manipulate that data. 
 

4.2 Data Models 
 

• A notation for describing data and a set of operations used to manipulate that data. 
 
Hierarchical: 
 

• Tree-structured diagram 
• Record replication 

 
 
 
 
Relational: 
 

• Data in multiple files  
• Complex data management  
• Discrete and manageable units 
• Flexible; easily modified 
• Example: field geology database 
 
 
 
 

 
Flat-File: 
 

• Spreadsheet style  
• Single table  
• Simplicity and portability 
• Example: geochemical sample 

database 
 

Entity-Relationship: 
 

• Entity is a distinct object 
• Relationship is an association among 

several entities 
• Primary key is assigned to each entity  
• Increased data integrity 
• Easier future modification  
• Enhanced performance capabilities  
• Example: mineral deposit database 

 
4.3 Database System Design 
 

• Base on an organization's business objectives, functions and processes, and its available resources. 
• Conduct a system study to help identify requirements for users and implement a process to achieve 

efficient access to, and manipulation of, data. 
• Use a data classification hierarchy to described data according to subject area and group. 
• Good design techniques will include data modeling, data flow diagrams and normalization. 

 
4.4 Conventions and Standards 
 

• Store data in ASCII (American Standard Communication Information Interchange) format. 
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• Lotus 1-2-3 (.WK1) and dBASE (.DBF) formats are recommended. 
 
4.5 Database Administration 
 

• Objective to maintain a standard, structured and secure database. 
 

Data acquisition - collecting, managing and modifying data. 
Data integrity - detect errors; provide logic and range checks. 
Data currency - data values are reconfirmed or updated within an appropriate time period. 
Data access control - granting of permission for the creation, retrieval, use, modification and 

disposal of data. 
Data custodianship - designation of a functional responsibility for the creation, integrity and 

maintenance of data. 
Data links - interchange with diverse applications and needs. 

 
4.6 Project Staffing Qualifications 
 

• Understanding of computerized database concepts, model and design. 
• Understanding of geoscience data acquisition, data elements and their relationships. 
• Ability to design computerized databases using a widely available database management system. 
• Ability to access, retrieve, and transfer data. 

 
4.7 Database Documentation 
 

Components of Document Planning: 
 

• User-needs analysis 
• Purpose, scope and contents of documentation 
• Document specification 
• Work plan 
• Organization (menu hierarchy, topic or function) 

 
Types of Documents: 
 

• Training documents (user manuals, tutorials and quick reference cards 
• Reference documents (technical programmer notes) 
• Marketing documents (descriptive brochures) 
 

4.8 Reference 
 

• TECDOC:  Section 3, Figure 1, 2. 
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5. GEOSCIENCE DATABASES 
 
5.1 General 

 
• Master database is the directory or index of all the databases in an organization. 
• Specific or theme databases include:  bibliographies; indexes on geological, geophysical and 

geochemical maps; air photography index; drill hole index; mineral deposit data; and exploration 
information, including drill hole, geophysical, geochemical and field data. 

• Many of the databases follow a multi-level model. 
• First-level or first-order database contain general information on common data observations, such as 

location of an activity or deposit, who did the work, commodities present and primary references. 
• Second- or third-level database will provide more detailed information of the subject data. 
• Organize and record data in a systematic and consistent manner, according to standards. 

 
5.2 Master Database Example 
 

Name of data set, Acronym: 
 

• Responsible organization 
• Purpose and description 
• Keywords 

 
Data form: 

 
• Positional Accuracy 
• Time span 
• Data quality and access 
• User Base 

 
Data Custodian/Manager and Scientific 
Contact 

 

Location: 
 

• Lat.  min - Lat.  max; Long. min - 
Long  max 

• Coverage and scales 
 

Host computer: 
 

• Operating system 
• Data Structure 
• Set size 
• DBMS used 
• "GIS" Software 
• Output formats and Output media 

 

 
5.3 Example of British Columbia Geoscience Databases 
 

Assessment Report Indexing System Acronym: ARIS 
 

 ARIS is a relational database that is an index and an administrative tracking system to the 
Geological Survey Branch's Mineral Assessment Report Library of more than 22,000 reports.  
Approximately 1000 new reports are added annually.  The database is used to display the 
distribution of exploration and development activity and for research and mineral potential 
projects.  A group of fields for each Assessment Report are extracted in 8 ASCII files from the 
VAX mainframe to diskettes.  This data may be used on the PC within database management and 
small mapping projects using QUIKMap software. 

 
 Host computer: VAX Mainframe; PC Operating system: VMS; DOS 
 Data model: Entity-relationship DBMS: SUPRA; ASCII; dBase 
 Data size: 22000 records; 70 MB Number of files: 15 
   Fields per record (maximum/average): 60/40. 
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COALFILE   Acronym: COALFILE 
 

 COALFILE contains summarized coal assessment reports dating from 1900, submitted by 
exploration companies in compliance with the Coal Act.  The data is organized in six related files 
- Explore, Comment, Map, Trench, Bulk and Borehole.  There is a 3-year confidential period for 
coal exploration assessment reports and only non-confidential data is publicly available.  
Distribution policy and administration of the database is currently being established. 
 
 Host computer: PC Operating system: DOS 
 Data model: Relational DBMS: dBase 
 Data size: 8025 records; 3 MB Number of files: 6 
   Fields per record (maximum/average): 171/78. 

 
NTS Bibliographic Index Acronym: BEDROCK 

 
 Bibliography of BC Geological Survey publications, including author, title, type of 
publication and map area.  The data file is used to publish a map location and author index. 
 
 Host computer: PC Operating system: DOS 
 Data model: Flat-File DBMS: dBase 
 Data size: 2800 records; 10 MB Number of files: 1 
   Fields per record (maximum/average): 5/5. 

 
B.C. MINFILE   Acronym: MINFILE 

 
 MINFILE contains over 11,000 metallic, industrial mineral and coal occurrences for B.C.  
Each of these occurrences contain 84 data elements describing mineral deposits in terms of 
geography, geology and economics.  The database is used by government, industry and academia 
for resource management, land-use planning, exploration and research.  MINFILE/pc, Version 
3.0, a menu-driven data-entry, search and report program for IBM-compatible computers, 
accesses the database.  An exploration and development module is currently in development. 
 
 Host computer: PC Operating system: DOS 
 Data model: Entity-relationship DBMS: MINFILE/pc; 
    FoxBASE+/FoxPro 
 Data size: 11300 records; 60 MB Number of files: 69 
   Fields per record (maximum/average): 84/46. 

 
PROPERTY FILE   Acronym: PROPERTY FILE 

 
 PROPERTY FILE is a library of research material on the mineral occurrences contained in 
the MINFILE database.  The FILE contains news clippings, field notes, company prospectuses, 
and historical maps, photographs and documents.  The FILE is used by government, industry and 
academia for research.  The public has access to view these paper files. 

 
Geological Field and Analytical Data 
(Geological Database System) Acronym: GSB-GDS 

 
 A dBase relational database contains locations for stations in UTM coordinates, structural 
measurements, alteration codes, mineralization, rock type and map unit, lists of fossils, age dates, 
geochemistry and isotopic data.  Areas have been mapped at 1:50 000 scale since 1986.  Data is 
not being marketed; available as flat ASCII files on request by interested users. 

 
 Host computer: PC; Notebook PC Operating system: DOS 
 Data model: Relational DBMS: GSB-GDS; dBase 
 Data size: 30000 records; 20 MB Number of files: 15 
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   Fields per record (maximum/average): 280/50. 
 

B.C. METAL   Acronym: BCMETAL 
 

 BCMETAL is the historical metal production database for British Columbia.  It contains mine 
location and name, and metal production since 1888.  BCMETAL is a proto-type software, written 
in FoxBase, that allows query by name. location (NTS and Mining Division), year of operation, 
and metal type produced.  Total production for any mine, year or Division may be calculated. 

 
 Host computer: PC Operating system: DOS 
 Data model: Relational DBMS: BCMETAL; dBase 
 Data size: 1452 records; 8 MB Number of files: 2 
   Fields per record (maximum/average): 33/25. 

 
Regional Geochemical Survey Acronym: RGS 

 
 RGS database contains multi-element analytical determinations, sample location information, 
bedrock associations and field observations of over 38,000 stream sediment and water samples in 
British Columbia.  The database is used for exploration and development activities; geochemical, 
metallogenic and environment studies; and mineral potential, resource management and land-use 
projects.  Digital data are stored in standard ASCII format. 
 
 Host computer: MacIntosh; PC Operating system: Mac; DOS 
 Data model: Flat-File DBMS: ASCII; dBase; .WKS 
 Data size: 38000 records; 10 MB Number of files: 1 
   Fields per record (maximum/average): 62/60. 

 
Petroleum and Natural Gas/Schedule of Wells Acronym: PANG/WELLS 

 
 The database contains geological and engineering data, plus production and reserve data, on 
all wells drilled for petroleum or natural gas in British Columbia. 

 
 Host computer: VAX Mainframe Operating system: VMS 
 Data model: Relational DBMS: SUPRA 
 Data size: 140 MB 

 
5.4 Example of U.S.G.S. Geoscience Databases and Software 
 

MRDS - Mineral Resource Data System Contents 
 
Record Number and Type 
Information Source 
Reporter and Affiliation, and Entry 
Date 
Site Type, Name and Synonyms 
Country, State, County and 
District/Area 

Primary Quadrangle and Scale 
Latitude And Longitude 
Commodities 
Production 

Deposit Type and Code 
Host Rock Name and Lithology 
Host Rock and Mineralization Age 
Tectonic Setting 
Associated Igneous Rock and Age 
Ore Minerals and Controls 
Non-Ore Mineralogy 
Deposit Description 
Comments 
Key Words 
References 

 
GSMAP and Associated Programs 
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 These programs are written for the IBM-PC and compatible microcomputers to assist 
workers in the Earth Sciences, in compilation and publication drafting of geologic maps and 
illustrations. 
 

GSMAP is the main graphic program that creates the database to facilitate digital compilation of 
graphical elements.  The program uses a digitizer and plotter for entry and plotting of digital data 

GSMUTIL is a utility program to process GSMAP databases in either geodetic or Cartesian coordinates.  
A digitizer and plotter are not required. 

GSMEDIT is a screen edit program permitting editing of databases using either geodetic or Cartesian 
coordinates using the keyboard of the computer. 

GSMPBLD uses a digitizer to select specific lines from an existing database and assembles these lines 
into closed polygons or into lines in an output database. 

GSMPBS uses the screen display to select specific lines from an existing database and assembles these 
lines into closed polygons or into lines in an output database. 

QUEIT is a plotting utility tat uses the HPGL disk file generated by GSMAP to make plots. 
GSMROSE is a program enabling construction of rose diagrams from linear data (lines or Polygon 

boundaries) in GSMAP databases to assist analysis of the trends of linear data. 
GSSECT enables quick and accurate generation and plotting of the topographic profile for cross 

sections, and other profiles drawn from contour maps. 
GSDIG makes use of a digitizer to determine geodetic (latitude, longitude) coordinates or Cartesian (X, 

Y) coordinates from maps or drawing and create ASCII character files containing site identifiers 
and geodetic coordinates (degree, minutes, seconds) or Cartesian coordinates in units from the 
drawing or digitizer units. 

GSPOST is a program that takes data from a properly formatted ASCII file and plots on the screen, on a 
plotter, or writes to a disk file in HPGL to make maps displaying information associated with 
geographic sites by drawing symbols and/or posting numerical. 

GSLITH is a program designed to organize, store, and process data that define the "vertical" sequence of 
rock units at locations specified by latitude/longitude coordinates.  It assists in the management of 
drill data; the drawing of sections and plan views; and the export of ASCII files for contouring. 

 
5.5 References 
 

• TECDOC:  Sections 4.1, 4.2, Figure 3, Table 1, Annex 6.1. 
• Selner and Taylor, see Bibliography. 

 
6. EARTH SCIENCE INFORMATION DATABASES 
 
6.1 Bibliographies 
 

• Published geoscience material is collected systematically by several organizations on a global 
scale. 

• A thesaurus is a guide to the usage of keywords (indexing terms), their hierarchical relationships 
and synonyms. 

• Unpublished bibliographic data on geoscience material includes reports and maps in the archives 
of geological surveys and exploration and mining companies. 

 
Example of Data Elements for Unpublished Reports: 

 
• Title of report 
• Name(s) of author(s) 
• Name of source organization 
• Name of report series 
• Serial number or code of report 
• Number or range of pages 
• Notes on illustrations, appendices, 

maps 
• Year of report 

• Types and scales of maps in the 
report 

• Language of report 
• Subject keywords 
• Geographic names 
• Longitude/latitude 
• Text of abstract 
• Free field for comments 
• Location of document 
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• Name and date of recorder 
 

6.2 Indexes for Earth Science Information Databases 
 

Data Elements for Geological, Geophysical, Geochemical and Topographic Map Indexes: 
 

• Title and year of publication 
• Name(s) of author(s) 
• Name and address of organization 

that serves as repositories for data 
• Name of report series 
• Serial and number of publication 
• Projection and scale of map 
• Country and geographic area 
• Area covered in square kilometers 
• Longitude/latitude of the 

boundaries of map coverage and 
center of map 

• Form of data release (hard copy: 
paper; digital: file type and size, 
media format, hardware and 
software compatibility) 

• Availability 
• Free field for comments 

• Geological map indexes typically 
contain mappable rock units, 
structural elements observed and 
type of samples taken 

• Geophysical map indexes 
typically contain the kind of 
geophysical data and its 
characteristics and details about the 
survey, such as spacing of flight 
lines and flight characteristics 

• Geochemical map indexes 
typically contain the type of sample 
and analytical methodologies used 
for each sample type 

• Topographic map indexes 
typically contain contour interval 
and features 

 
Data Elements for Air Photography Indexes: 

 
• Listing of organizations that 

provide air photos 
• Agency code 
• Date of coverage 
• Scale of photography 

• Focal length of lens used 
• Type of film 
• Cloud cover 
• Location, such as coordinates of 

the corners of each photograph 
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Data Elements of Drill Hole Indexes: 
 

• Record number 
• Name of organization or project 
• Identification number 
• Location 

• Bearing and inclination 
• Total length 
• Location of drill core 
• Location of drill hole log or report 

 
6.3 References 
 

• TECDOC:  Section 4.3, Figure 3, Tables 2 - 3, Annexes 6.2 and 6.3. 
 
7. MINERAL DEPOSIT DATABASE 
 
7.1 General 
 

• A mineral deposit database is an organized inventory of data related to mineral occurrences. 
• A relational data model is functional, flexible and expandable. 
• Use in a multi-level approach. 
• Use standard codes. 
• Rank multiple entries, such as the commodity, mineralogy and lithology fields, in decreasing 

order of importance. 
 
7.2 Multi-level Approach 
 

First-level Data Elements: 
 

• Deposit identification number 
• Deposit name 
• Commodities or minerals present 
• Point location, map area 
• Administrative jurisdiction 
• Geologic setting 
• Current status or stage of 

development 

• Deposit type 
• Commodity economics 
• Brief geological descriptions 
• Primary references 
• Name of the collector and date of 

input 

 
Second-level Data Elements: 

 
• Host rocks in terms of name, age, 

lithology and relationship to the 
economic minerals 

• Size of deposit 

• Regional structural-tectonic setting 
• Economic, gangue and alteration 

minerals 
• Reserves 

 
Third-level Data Elements: 

 
• Elevation & location accuracy 
• Alteration type 
• Deposit details 
• Metamorphic type and grade 
• Stratigraphic name and age 
• Isotopic age, material dated and 

dating method 

• Ore reserve category, year of 
calculation, quantity, grade and 
reference 

• Year of production, ore mined, ore 
milled, quantity and reference 
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7.3 Data Codes (Entities or Tables) 
 

• Keep the database small. 
• Reduce errors on input. 
• Help to speed up queries on the database. 
• Provide the user with classification guidelines and choices. 
• May be easily redefined, modified or expanded. 
• Chose codes with meaning and flexibility. 
• Use standard codes based on controlled vocabularies and global frequencies, such as 

commodities, rocks, mineral names and stratigraphic units. 
 
7.4 Uses of a Mineral Deposit Database 
 

• An inexpensive research tool by industry, academic researchers and government. 
• Selection of areas for exploration or research projects. 
• Assists in the analysis of the distribution of geology, metallogeny and mineral deposits. 
• Mineral deposit distribution plots help select prospective areas for mineral potential. 
• Land-use planning and mineral resource management. 
• Data may be integrated into geographical information systems (GIS). 
 

7.5 Mineral Deposit Database Project Management 
 

• Budgeting, planning and staffing 
• Database design and data dictionary 
• Data acquisition and processing procedures (coding procedures) 
• Software design, development and system testing 
• Database administration and maintenance 
• Documentation and manuals 
• Designing and producing computer generated products for user's 
• Marketing and distribution of data 
• Training and client support 
• New technology and future planning 
 

7.6 B.C. MINFILE as an Example 
 

Overview of MINFILE: 
 

• MINFILE is the British Columbia Geological Survey's mineral inventory database 
management system. 

• Contains information on over 11 000 metallic, industrial mineral and coal occurrences 
(showings to major producing mines). 

• MINFILE/pc, a menu-driven data-entry, search and report program for IBM-compatible 
microcomputers, accesses the database. 

• Data elements are organized with a set of codes (entities), within a relational database 
design (entity-relationship model). 

• The MINFILE system helps provide solutions in mineral exploration, land-use planning 
and mineral resource management. 

• MINFILE information may be used in other programs such as word processors, plotted 
using computer-aided mapping systems, and integrated with conventional geographical 
information systems. 

• The database contains 69 files, with 96 fields and 84 data elements. 
• 86 maps (1:250,000 or 1:100,000 scale) cover 950 000 square kilometres. 
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MINFILE Data: 
 

• Location 
• Commodity 
• Mineralogy and alteration 
• Geological setting 
• Lithology and host-rock name and age 
• Deposit class and character 
• Assays, reserves and production, and reserves 
• Textual geological description (capsule geology) 
• Bibliography, citing information sources for the occurrence 

 
The MINFILE/pc Program: 

 
• A stand-alone, menu-driven program, operating within 640 kilobytes of RAM, in the 

MS-DOS environment of IBM-compatible microcomputers. 
• 12 menu-driven searches on a variety of exploration and geological parameters. 
• 12 high quality reports on the search results. 
• Data-entry has a pull-down and pop-up interface for changing, updating and appending 

data. 
• Utility functions assist in configuring the database, exporting and importing data, and 

maintaining the system. 
• Code table maintenance allows the users to add, delete and modify the contents of the 

various codes and tables. 
• The province wide database of over 11 000 occurrences currently occupies 60 

megabytes of space. 
• Data are distributed in ASCII files, which are configured into searchable database 

(dBASE) files. 
• Programming language and software:  FoxBASE+/FoxPro, R&R Relational Report 

Writer, automatic table look-up (Proximity Technology Inc.), data compression (PkZip 
by PkWare Inc.). 

• Supporting documents include a coding manual, a user's manual and technical manuals. 
 

Products, Distribution and Support: 
 

• Mineral location maps, with topography and geological base (1:250,000 or 1:100,000 
scale) 

• Paper print-outs of indexes and complete reports 
• Data disks (map areas, provincial, commodity open files) 
• MINFILE/pc software 
• Coding and user's manuals 
• Custom searches, reports and data 
• Talks, workshops and help desk 
• Over 400 users 
• MINFILE technology and program are marketed for sale world-wide 

 
7.7 References 
 

• TECDOC:  Section 4.4, Figure 3, Tables 9-12, Annexes 6.4. 
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8. EXPLORATION DATABASES 
 
8.1 General 
 

• Exploration projects generate most or all of the detailed geologic information in an area of 
interest. 

• Exploration project databases contain collected data, such as field measurements, and calculated 
data, such as analytical work on samples. 

• Data presentation methods help to evaluate regional trends and locate anomalies. 
• Good record keeping and proper indexing are essential if the raw data is to be reinterpreted at a 

later time. 
• Modeling and interpretation methods help to filter, reduce or enhance data. 
• Data-sets are grouped according to the type of work performed, commonly prospecting, 

geological, geophysical, geochemical, physical and drilling. 
• Global Positioning Systems (GPS) are useful for accurately locating sample sites. 

 
Typical Contents of Exploration Database: 

 
• Title of project 
• Jurisdiction 
• Location (longitude/latitude) 
• Project Type (major, minor) 
• The managing company or organization 
• The name, address and telephone of the project coordinator or manager 
• Date and type of work done 
• Exploration budget and cost of the completed exploration program 
• Notes on pertinent information such as geological descriptions, plans for the following 

year, assays, references, etc. 
 
8.2 Drill Hole Data 
 

Contents: 
 

• Drill hole name, collar location and elevation, and total length of hole 
• Downhole survey data 
• Lithological descriptions or stratigraphic units 
• Sampling and assay data 

 
Drilling Types: 

 
• Becker hammer, churn, diamond - surface, diamond - underground, overburden, 

percussion and rotary. 
 

8.3 Geophysical Data 
 

Contents: 
 

• Surveyor 
• Instruments used 
• Analog or digital records 
• Area covered 
• Station location 
• Data measurements and calculations dependent on geophysical method 
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Geophysical Types: 
 

• Dip needle, electromagnetic - airborne, electromagnetic - ground, gamma ray 
spectrometer - airborne, gamma ray spectrometer - ground, gravity, induced polarization, 
infra-red, magnetic - airborne, magnetic - ground, mise-a-la-masse, radar, radiometric - 
airborne, radiometric - ground, radiometric  - drill hole probing, radon gas scintillometry, 
resistivity (alone), scintillometer  - airborne, scintillometer - ground, seismic, self 
potential. 

 
8.4 Geochemical Data 
 

Contents: 
 

• Source of geochemical data 
• Sample number 
• Location of sample site, elevation 
• Sample material (sediment, soil, water) 
• Site information (stream parameters, rock type, sample description) 
• Analytical values for each sample 
 

Geochemical Types: 
 

• Biogeochemistry, fission track etch, heavy minerals, metallurgic, rock, 
sampling/assaying, silt, soil, water. 

 
8.5 Field Data 
 

Recommended Features for a Field Data System: 
 

• Easy retrieval, sorting and manipulation of field data to assist in map compilation and 
plotting. 

• Ability to create page size to map size plots at any scale. 
• Ability to retrieve data and create reports and tables. 
• Consistency in the way field data is collected and reported. 
• Geologic databases created can be incorporated into a GIS and automated map plotting 

system. 
• Ability to use dBASE files that are related to each other by station number. 

 
Contents: 

 
• Station location, longitude/latitude, traverse, map area 
• Structural measurements 
• Mineral occurrence data 
• Rock types and alteration data 
• Descriptive notes 
• Analytical results of geochemical data 
• Radiometric age dates 
• Fossil name and age 
• Isotope analyses 
• Photo number 
• Petrographic data 
• Date and coder 
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Field Data Types: 
 

• Geological:  geological, petrographic, photo. 
• Physical:  legal surveys, line/grid, pits, reclamation, road, local access, stripping, 

topographic/photogrammetric, trail, trench, underground development, underground 
surveys. 

 
8.6 References 
 

• TECDOC:  Section 4.5, Figure 3, Tables 13, 14, Annexes 6.5. 
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An Approach to Integrated Data Management 
 
CHALLENGES: 
 

• successfully integrate the various databases 
and mapping systems in a way that facilitates 
exchange of data for broader purposes. 

 
• maintain information in a manner which 

promotes data integrity and rapid retrieval. 
 

DATA ISSUES - DATA MODELS: 
 

• originally recorded on paper. 
 
• transferred into digitally based systems. 
 
• data model must be constructed that provides 

the organizational layout of the data. 
 
• must serve the needs of the business 

application that surrounds the data. 
 
• many databases evolve in which model 

construction is minimal. 
 
• ad hoc database construction which occurred 

as technology developed. 



An Approach to Integrated Data Management 
 
TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT ISSUES: 
 
• development and maintenance of data requires 

human resources. 
 
• local and central responsibility of systems. 
 
• database managers and administrators. 
 
• routine and specialized maintenance - backups, 

programming. 
 
• inconsistencies, errors, corruption of data, and 

eventual abandonment of the databases and 
applications will result. 

 
• focus on future developments and planned 

migration strategies. 
 
• data static if it is collected and managed in a 

consistent framework. 
 
• data considered to be dynamic (changing in its 

nature, structure, and application) if collected and 
evolved over time. 

 
• requires a strategy that will work towards keeping 

data relevant and manageable. 



An Approach to Integrated Data Management 
 
PROCEDURE: 
 

• establish Business Case and Plan strategy. 
 
• coordinate implementation with the custodians 

of the databases. 
 
• review and recommend, where necessary, 

upgrading of databases. 
 
• manage and coordinate the exchange of data. 

 
 
DATABASE COMPONENTS: 
 

• data model. 
 

• administration. 
 

• project staffing. 
 

• documentation. 
 

• database directory. 



An Approach to Integrated Data Management 
 
DATABASE COMPONENTS: 
 
• data model. 
 
• administration. 
 
• project staffing. 
 
• documentation. 
 
• database directory. 
 



An Approach to 
Integrated Data Management 

 
• Challenges 
• Data Issues - Data Models 
• Technology Management Issues 
• Procedure 
• Database Components 

 



Some Whats: 
 

• mineral resources are unevenly distributed throughout 
the earth's crust. 

• most countries enjoy some mineral endowment. 
• many have a mining history dating back hundreds of 

years. 
 
Some Whys: 
 

• few countries have a well-organized, comprehensive 
and easily accessible source of historic mining and 
geological data relating to the nature and distribution 
of their mineral resources. 

• such information is the starting point in the search for 
new orebodies. 

• readily accessible databases are essential for effective 
management of the existing resource and invaluable 
tools in the search for new orebodies. 

• add to the country's resource base. 
• stimulus to mineral exploration leading to the 

discovery of new mineral deposits. 
• development of new mines. 
• contributes to the creation of new wealth by 

developers, workforce, and public treasury (profits, 
wages, and taxes). 

 
Some Hows 
 

• effective management of mineral resources requires a 
knowledge of the nature of the resources to be 
managed, their dimensions, where they are located, 
their current status, and many other factors. 

• Earth Science Databases - compile and update this 
information. 



THE MINERAL EXPLORATION AND DEVELOPMENT CYCLE 
 
Mineral Exploration Program Observations and Strategy: 
 

• detailed geological information will be collected during 
the life of the operation. 

• these data are invaluable in the search for new 
orebodies in the same district and in other areas with 
similar geological setting. 

• data are often lost if the project is abandoned. 
• drill core and logs, assays, geophysical results, 

geological maps, mine plans and engineering reports 
may be buried in private files or may even be lost or 
destroyed. 

• if the information is stored in a database where it can 
be readily retrieved and analyzed, it may lead to fresh 
insights and new ideas that rekindle interest in the 
project. 

• new geological concepts, the availability of new 
technology, an increase in commodity prices or 
improved transportation may reactivate an old mining 
area. 

• easy access to historical and current geoscientific 
data, which is gathered at great expense and 
sometimes is not reproducible, will be of benefit to new 
investors, which in turn will stimulate and promote 
mining exploration in an area. 



THE MINERAL EXPLORATION AND DEVELOPMENT CYCLE 
 
Philosophy of Mineral Exploration Programs: 
 

• mineral exploration and mine development ventures 
involve a high level of financial risk. 

• information gathered at each stage of a project lead to 
increased confidence of discovering and developing an 
orebody. 

• if the data gathered at each stage of a project is 
accurate and complete lower risk factors are involved. 

 
Stages of Mineral Exploration Programs: 
 

• first stage of exploration is the choice of area, which is 
generally based on analysis of available geoscience 
data from general surveys and previous exploration 
effort. 

• ready access to this type of information will simplify 
the task and greatly increase success 

• subsequent stages include geophysical and 
geochemical surveys, detailed geological mapping and 
drilling and underground work. 

• costs increase at each stage, as do the spin-off 
economic benefits. 

• information generated must provide the justification for 
continuing to the next stage. 

• final stage - ore reserves exhausted and mine closes. 
• portion of the profits will be allocated to the search for 

new orebodies and the exploration and development 
cycle will be repeated. 



System Planning - Data and System Goals 
 

• quick and easy access to data 
• detailed, high quality information 
• data available in a wide variety of forms, such 

as custom and standard reports, and digital 
files for incorporation into other programs 

• systematic management of data elements to 
improve data integrity and validity 

• an established methodology for the 
distribution of data 

• allow the database to grow with increased 
requirementss 

• efficient and flexible model 
• establish common data formats and system 

capabilities 
• define links to geographical information 

systems 
• implement a modern user-interface based on 

the latest technology  
• standardize tables and definitions (e.g. 

commodities and work types) 
• a versatile data dictionary will permit 

customized data content 



System Planning - System Cycle 
 

• establish business objectives and desired 
output 

• scope document, user-requirements, fitting 
analysis (content and system) 

• detailing the proposal, with an action plan and 
resources required 

• budgeting and project team selection 
• user-needs analysis and design details 
• project schedule and detailed implementation 

plan 
• develop universal tables, establish regional 

flexibility 
• chose application development software and 

acceptable user-interface 
• produce a PC-based application 
• system testing and documentation 
• user acceptance and evaluation 
• marketing, distribution, training and support 
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Data Integration/Management Unit 
 
It is proposed that the Division establish a distinct Data Integration/Management Unit. 
This unit will address the issues discussed above as well as fulfilling  3 main objectives: 

1.  To provide an efficient and standardized means of producing maps using 
GIS technology.   This will be achieved through the coordinated 
integration of databases and map data such that thematic maps and reports 
can be generated for  specific applications.  This will result in a 
dynamically-based system that can generate maps  and reports critical for 
land-use issues, and will also provide thematic reports and maps 
imperative for mineral resource appraisal. 

2.  To provide a powerful, centralized land information management tool for 
the Geological Survey Branch databases such as Regional Geology, 
MINFILE, ARIS, Coal file and Regional Geochemistry, Mineral Titles, 
Notices of Work, Mineral Policy).  These databases would exist in various 
formats which serve the needs of the project/programs that require them.  
The system will eventually comply with the  SAIF (Standard Archive and 
Interchange Format) format which meets the  specifications of the 
Land Information Infrastructure and would not duplicate existing 
databases.  The following requirements will also be supported: 

• compliance with the Division requirement to implement an across-the-
board integrated data management strategy that fulfills the requirements of 
the LII; 

• compliance with the requirement to carry out the mineral resource  
assessment program under the Corporate Resource Inventory Initiative 
(CRII); 

• addressing the need for an upgraded geoscience data and map inventory, 
management and analysis system; 

 •  providing compatibility with  the publication standards for the Division; 

• satisfying Land Use Assessment requirements; 

• compliances and compatiblility with the Corporate Land Information 
Strategic Plan. 

3. To provide an electronic link with the LII (Land Information 
Infrastructure) that will enable on-line exchange of land information data 
in SAIF format between the Division and other ministries. This will be 
devleoped in Phase III of the implementation of the LII. Data will be 
captured from two main sources. External data such as radiometric or 
aeromagnetic data will be captured using formats required or defined from 
the external source.  This data will be imported into the GSB GIS using a 
number of different translators. Data derived from other BC government 
sources will eventually be captured via the Land Information 



Infrastructure using a common set of standards that will be defined using 
the Standard Archive Interchange Format (SAIF). GSB mineral potential 
products will also be made available through the LII. 

 
Data Dissemination within the GSB 
Data dissemination can be achieved through networked PC and Workstation platforms by 
accessing a centralized database containing the core databases and integrated products.  
Through the use of  a client-server architecture, data can be captured and managed on the 
server, while being accessed and analyzed on clients.  The Data Integration Unit would 
act as the central server for the data. 
 
Planned Migration Strategy 
In order for the Division to comply with the LII and build a comprehensive and spatially 
linked database structure, it must plan an implementation and migration strategy. This 
strategy consists of: 
 
• constructing and coordinating data models of all the databases within the 

Division that are intended to be part of the LII; 
 
• create a plan of database linkages across the Division; 
 
• on the completion of database lifecycles, each database should be re-

engineered to conform with Division GIS linkage requirements and the 
LII. 

 
This strategy requires a team of personnel comprised of those responsible for 
development and/or management of the various databases within the Division, and would 
be coordinated by the Data Integration Unit along with ISB.  This team would led by a 
Division representative who is familiar with the LII and the goals and database structures 
of the Division. This team would coordinate the transition of databases to the proposed 
data model structure within the Division. 
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Definitions 
 

⇒ database is an organized set of related data that is 
drawn together to fit defined needs  

⇒ database management system (DBMS) consists 
of a database and a set of programs to access the 
database.  It provides a structured environment 
that is both convenient and efficient to use in 
storing, accessing and reporting data  

⇒  database file contains data with a particular theme 

⇒  record all the data for a particular entry 

⇒  field is an item of information within a record 

⇒  database structure defines a database file 

⇒ database key uniquely identifies the sites of each 
record  

⇒ data dictionary contains details of the structure of 
the database, definitions of the contents of each 
field and listings of acceptable entries for fields of 
explicit content  

⇒ external interface is defined as the mechanism in 
which the user captures or enters the data  

⇒ data model describes data and a set of operations 
used to manipulate that data 
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SCREEN FORMAT for inputting data to 
NTS & Author Index of British Columbia publications 

 
 

 AUTHOR(S):            INITIALS   YEAR                NTS  MAP 
 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX   XXXXXX    XXXX              a XXXX XXX 
 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX   XXXXXX                      b XXXX XXX 
 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX   XXXXXX                      c XXXX XXX 
 
 TITLE:  XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
 
 AGENCY: XXXXXXXX    XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
 PUB:    XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX  PUB.TYPE:XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
 VOL.NO: XXXXXXXXXXXXX               PAGE(S):XXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
    MAP: XXXXXXXXXXXXXX    SCALE: XXXXXXXXXX 
  
  MAP AREA:  XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX       MAJOR REFERENCE? X  (Y/N) 
                                        STILL IN PRINT?  X  (Y/N) 
  KEYWORDS: 
  XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
  XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
  XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
  XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
       LIB.CONG.#:XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX          ISSN #:XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
 
                 Use [Cntl-End] when input complete 



 



EXAMPLE OF LOCATION & 
AUTHOR INDEX 

 
 Field  Field Name  Type       Width
 
     1  NTSA1       Character      4 
     2  NTSA2       Character      3 
     3  NTSB1       Character      4 
     4  NTSB2       Character      3 
     5  NTSC1       Character      4 
     6  NTSC2       Character      3 
     7  NTSD1       Character      4 
     8  NTSD2       Character      3 
     9  AUTHOR      Character     20 
    10  INITIAL     Character      6 
    11  TITLE1      Character    200 
    12  AG_CODE     Character      8 
    13  PUBLICATIO  Character     60 
    14  PUB_TYPE    Character     55 
    15  PUB_NO      Character     13 
    16  PUB_YR      Numeric        4 
    17  MAPS        Character     15 
    18  SCALE       Character     10 
    19  MAJ_REF     Logical        1 
    20  IN_PRINT    Logical        1 
    21  LIB_CONG    Character     15 
    22  ISBN        Character     15 
    23  KEY1        Character     50 
    24  KEY2        Character     50 
    25  KEY3        Character     50 
    26  KEY4        Character     50 
    27  KEY5        Character     50 
    28  KEY6        Character     50 

    29  KEY7        Character     50 

1 



Field  Field Name  Type       Width
 
   30  KEY8        Character     50 
   31  KEY9        Character     50 
   32  KEY10       Character     50 
   33  KEY11       Character     50 
   34  KEY12       Character     50 
   35  KEY13       Character     50 
   36  KEY14       Character     50 
   37  KEY15       Character     50 
   38  KEY16       Character     50 
   39  PUBPAGE     Character     18 
   40  AUTHOR2     Character     20 
   41  INITIAL2    Character      6 
   42  AUTHOR3     Character     20 
   43  INITIAL3    Character      6 
   44  AUTHOR4     Character     10 
   45  INITIAL4    Character      6 
   46  AUTHOR5     Character     10 
   47  INITIAL5    Character      6 
   48  AUTHOR6     Character     10 
   49  INITIAL6    Character      6 
   50  AUTHOR7     Character     10 
   51  INITIAL7    Character      6 
   52  AUTHOR8     Character     10 
   53  INITIAL8    Character      6 
   54  AUTHOR9     Character     10 
   55  INITIAL9    Character      6 
   56  REC_NO      Numeric        5 
   57  THESIS      Character      5 
** Total **                    1428 
 
GRANT, B., NTS (National Topographic System) Location & Author Index to 

Publications of the British Columbia Geological Survey Branch, British 
Columbia, Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources, 
Information Circular 1991-7, (1991) 304p. 
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B.C. ASSESSMENT REPORT INDEXING SYSTEM 
(ARIS) 

 
• a library of over 22 000 assessment reports dating from 1947 
• reports of assessment submitted by the mineral industry 

under the Mineral Tenure Act in order to maintain claims in 
good standing 

• $56 million dollars of exploration work submitted in 1990 
• information contained in the reports is a valuable reference 

and research tool for mineral exploration, academic studies 
and resource management 

 
Assessment Report Indexing System (ARIS) designed to assist 
in processing a rapidly mounting volume of assessment report 
administration and data management. 
 

ARIS Database 
 
• The ARIS system modelled after the MINFILE (Mineral 

Inventory File) 
• The database design uses an "entity-relationship" model 

comprised of codes (entities), with interrelated tables of data 
containing common assessment report numbers 

• ARIS database resides on a mainframe computer and could 
easily be ported to a PC-based system. 

 

Present Functions of ARIS: 
 
  1. Data capture 
  2. Administration and maintenance 
  3. Inquiries (ad hoc and pre-programmed) 
  4. Distribution functions 
 



1. Data Capture (ARIS) 
 

Data Entry 
 
  1) General Data (locational) 
  2) Names (author owner operator) 
  3) Geological Summary 
  4) Keywords 
  5) Work Data 
  6) Approval Information 
  7) Amend/Reject Information 
 



2. Administration and Maintenance (ARIS) 
 

Reports 
 
  1) Tables Report 
  2) Name & Address Table Report 
  3) NTS Map Index 
  4) ARIS Summary Sheet 
  5) Off Confidential Report 
  6) Status Report by NTS Map 
  7) Letters (approval, amend, rejection) 
  8) File to Produce Map List 
 

 
Table Maintenance 

 
  1 ) Mining Camp Codes 
  2 ) Mineral Act Regulations Code 
  3 ) Date Codes 
  4 ) Commodities 
  5 ) Mining Divisions 
  6 ) NTS Mapsheet Names 
  7 ) Specific Work Types 
  8 ) General Work Types 
  9 ) Name & Addresses 
  10) Name Types 
  11) Keywords 
 

 
System Maintenance 

 
  1) System Error Message Maintenance 
  2) System Error Message Inquiry 
  3) Prompter (Help) Maintenance 
 



3. Inquiries (ARIS) 
 

Inquiries 
 
  1) Claim Name 
  2) Owner Operator Author Name 
  3) Property Name 
  4) Mining Division 
  5) NTS (National Topographic System) Mapsheet 
  6) MINFILE Number 
  7) Latitude/Longitude 
 
 
4. Distribution Functions (ARIS) 
 
• contributor to GEOSCAN, a federal-provincial 

cooperative program.  GEOSCAN is a computerized 
bibliographic index to geological information dealing 
with the Canadian landmass, and offshore areas 

• produces diskettes in GEOSCAN compatible format. 
• perform searches to interested clients free of charge 
• complete assessment report libraries on microfiche 
• copies of reports can be ordered 
• ARIS available on paper, microfiche and computer 

diskettes.  The index provides latitude, longitude, 
UTM co-ordinates, claim names, operator, author, 
type of work reported and report year.  Available 14 
ASCII files to facilitate access by a variety of 
commercial software programs, such as database 
management and plotting packages 

• 90 index maps mainly at a scale of 1:250 000 
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Example of first-level mineral deposit data. 
 
 Structure for database:  C:\MINDEP\MINDEP1.DBF 
 Number of data records:  300 
 Date of last update:  07/07/91 
 
 FIELD FIELD NAME TYPE  WIDTH DEC  SAMPLE DATA
 
 1 ID_NO  Character 10   TVL-013 
 2 DPST_NM  Character 30   DOMINION REEF 
 3 STATUS_C  Character 4    MINE 
 4 CMDTY1_C  Character 2    UR 
 5 CMDTY2_C  Character 2    AU 
 6 CMDTY3_C  Character 2    AG 
 7 LAT  Character 9    26-52-00S 
 8 LONG  Character 10   026-23-00E 
 9 DPTYPE_C  Character 4    QPEB 
 10 REF1  Character 4    0012 
 11 REF2  Character 4    0066 
 12 REF3  Character 4    0109 
 13 CMNT1_T  Character 70   Quartzite overlying  
           oligomictic quartz- 
           pebble congl. 
 14 GEOL_NM  Character 4    LDJ 
 15 DATE_IN  Character 8    070791 
 ** Total **    163 



Example of second-level mineral deposit data. 
 
 Structure for database:  C:\MINDEP\MINDEP2.DBF 
 Number of data records:  300 
 Date of last update:  07/07/91 
 
 FIELD FIELD NAME TYPE  WIDTH DEC SAMPLE DATA
 
 1 ID_NO Character   10   TVL-013 
 2 HOST_NM Character   30   DOMINION 
 3 HOST_AGE Character   4   ARCH 
 4 LITH1_C Character   4   CGLM 
 5 LITH2_C Character   4   QRTZ 
 6 LITH3_C Character   4    
 7 MIN1_C Character   4   URAN 
 8 MIN2_C Character   4   PYRT 
 9 MIN3_C Character   4    
 10 SETTING Character   20   BASIN 
 11 SIZE Character   1    
 11 GRADE Character   20   200 PPM 
 12 CMNT2_T Character   70    
 ** Total **  179 
 



Example of third-level mineral deposit data. 
 
 Field Length Content
 
 ELEV 4 Elevation in metres 
 LOC_ACC 1 Deposit location accuracy (1=500 m, 2=1 km, 3=5 km) 
 ADMINJUR 4 Administrative jurisdiction (province, territory or district) 
 ALTER_C 4 Alteration type code 
 DEPCHR_C 4 Deposit character code 
 DEPCLA_C 4 Deposit classification code 
 DEPSIZEL 4 Deposit length 
 DEPSIZEB 4 Deposit breadth 
 DEPSIZEW 4 Deposit width 
 DIP 3 Deposit dip 
 STRIKE 3 Deposit strike 
 PLUNGE 6 Deposit plunge 
 DEPSHA_C 1 Deposit shape type code (1=regular, 2=tabular, etc) 
 META_T_C 1 Metamorphic type code (1=contact, 2=regional) 
 META_G_C 2 Metamorphic grade code 
 STNAME_C 6 Stratigraphic name code 
 ST_AGE_C 3 Stratigraphic age code 
 ISOAGE 20 Isotopic age 
 MATERIAL 30 Material dated 
 DATMET_C 2 Dating method code 
 RESCAT_C 2 Ore reserve category code (IN=indicated, etc) 
 RESYEAR 4 Year of calculation or publication 
 RESQUAN 12 Quantity in metric tonnes 
 RESCO_C 2 Recoverable commodity code 
 RESGRADE 9 Grade of commodity 
 RESREF_T 70 Reserves reference 
 PRODYEAR 4 Year of production 
 MINED 12 Ore mined 
 MILLED 12 Ore milled 
 PRODCO_C 2 Produced commodity code 
 PRODQUAN 12 Quantity produced 
 PRODRF_T 66 Production reference 



Code table example 
 
 FILE NAME:  STATUS_C 
 
 CODE DESCRIPTION  EXPLANATION
 
 SHOW Showing   A showing or occurrence with identified mineralization. 
 PROS Prospect   A showing with development and unknown resources. 
 DEPR Developed prospect A prospect pending an economic evaluation. 
 ECDP Economic deposit A developed prospect with recoverable ore. 
 MINE Active mine   A producing mine. 
 MINR Inactive mine   An inactive mine with resources remaining. 
 MIND Depleted mine   A mined-out or depleted ore deposit. 
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Work Type Codes 
TYPE  DESCRIPTION               CATGRY. D/A UNITS NUM.UNITS 
BHDR    Becker Hammer                          DRIL        m         hole(s)    
BIOG    Biogeochemistry                        GEOC                  sample(s)  
CHUD    Churn                                  DRIL        m         hole(s)    
DIAD    Diamond surface                        DRIL        m         hole(s)    
DIPN    Dip needle                             GEOP        km                   
EMAB    Electromagnetic, airborne              GEOP        km                   
EMGR    Electromagnetic, ground                GEOP        km                   
ETCH    Fission track etch                     GEOC                  sample(s)  
FOTO    Photo                                  GEOL        ha                   
GEOL    Geological                             GEOL        ha                   
GRAV    Gravity                                GEOP        km                   
GRSA    Gamma ray spectrometer, airborne       GEOP        km                   
GRSG    Gamma ray spectrometer, ground         GEOP        km                   
HMIN    Heavy minerals                         GEOC                  sample(s)  
HYDG    Water                                  GEOC                  sample(s)  
INFR    Infra-red                              GEOP        km                   
IPOL    Induced Polarization                   GEOP        km                   
LINE    Line/grid                              PHYS        km                   
LSUR    Legal surveys                          PHYS        km                   
MAGA    Magnetic, airborne                     GEOP        km                   
MAGG    Magnetic, ground                       GEOP        km                   
MALM    Mise-a-la-masse                        GEOP        m                    
META    Metallurgic                            GEOC                  sample(s)  
MNGR    Mineralographic                        GEOL                  sample(s)  
OBDR    Overburden                             DRIL        m         hole(s)    
PERD    Percussion                             DRIL        m         hole(s)    
PETR    Petrographic                           GEOL                  sample(s)  
PITS    Pits                                   PHYS                  pit(s)     
PROS    Prospecting                            PROS        ha                   
RADA    Radiometric, airborne                  GEOP        km                   
RADG    Radiometric, ground                    GEOP        km                   
RADP    Radiometric drill hole probing         GEOP        m                    
RADR    Radar                                  GEOP        km                   
RECL    Reclamation                            PHYS        ha                   
REST    Resistivity (alone)                    GEOP        km                   
RGAS    Radon gas scintillometry               GEOP        km                   
ROAD    Road, local access                     PHYS        km                   
ROCK    Rock                                   GEOC                  sample(s)  
ROTD    Rotary                                 DRIL        m         hole(s)    
SAMP    Sampling/assaying                      GEOC                  sample(s)  
SCAB    Scintillometer, airborne               GEOP        km                   
SCGR    Scintillometer, ground                 GEOP        km                   
SEIS    Seismic                                GEOP        km                   
SILT    Silt                                   GEOC                  sample(s)  
SOIL    Soil                                   GEOC                  sample(s)  
SPOT    Self potential                         GEOP        km                   
STRI    Stripping                              PHYS        ha                   
TOPO    Topographic/photogrammetric            PHYS        ha                   
TRAL    Trail                                  PHYS        km                   
TREN    Trench                                 PHYS        m         trench(es) 
UNDD    Diamond underground                    DRIL        m         hole(s)    
UNDV    Underground development                PHYS        m                    
USUR    Underground surveys                    PHYS        m                    



Structure for EXPLRTN.DBF 
 

FIELD FIELD NAME TYPE WIDTH DEC START END
 

 1 ID_NO Character  9    1   9 
 2 PROJECT_TITLE Character 60   10  69 
 3 PROVINCE Character 30   70  99 
 4 DISTRICT Character 30  100  29 
 5 LATITUDE Number  7 5  30  36 
 6 LONGITUDE Number  8 5  37  44 
 7 PROP_TYPE Character  1   45  45 
 8 ID_NO2 Character  9   46  54 
 9 ID_NO3 Character  9   55  63 
10 EXPAC_DATE Date  8   64  71 
11 REV_MAP_NO Character 10   72  81 
12 WORK_TYPE Character  4   82  85 
13 COMPANY Character 30   86 115 
14 MANAGER Character 30  116 145 
15 MANAG_TEL Character 14  146 159 
16 EXP_BUDGET Numeric 13 2 160 172 
17 PRO_BUDGET Numeric 13 2 173 185 
18 COMPLETED Logical  1  186 186 
19 DISCUSSED Logical  1  187 187 
20 MDSCREVIEW Logical  1  188 188 
21 MDSC_STAGE Character 20  189 208 
22 EXPL_NOTES Memo 10  209 218 

 



Drill Hole Data 
 

• four tables 
• connected with a unique key (HOLE-ID) 
• ASCII or spreadsheet format 

 
 1. Drill hole name, collar location and total length of hole 
 2. Downhole survey data 
 3. Lithological descriptions 
 4. Sampling and assay data 

 
Examples of tables: 
 

Table 14a:  Header 
 
 HOLE-ID  X-COORD  Y-COORD  Z-COORD  LENGTH 
... ... ... ... ... 
 KAM-15  6684.37  456.39  118.42   185.93 
 KAM-16  6345.87  395.38  120.45   178.65 
 KAM-17  7522.26  520.15  116.72   135.58 
 KAM-18  7254.84  486.35  123.95   215.14 
... ... ... ... ... 
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